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Crossword for You Issue 01 Features 60+ Exclusive Theme-Based Puzzles
Published on 04/04/14
Skeelo.net GmbH's new iPad magazine "Crossword for You Issue 01 - Popular Puzzles and
Mind
Games" features over 60 theme-based puzzles with enhanced graphics, which have been
created exclusively by editorial staff. Designed specifically for iPad, all puzzles are
fully solvable offline, and available with no additional in-app purchases. Users can also
save their progress in any puzzle, and there's even a convenient hint function.
Cupertino, California - Puzzle lovers of all ages around the world who are bored of
repetitive, ordinary and unexciting puzzle apps, can now enjoy endless hours of
challenging fun by downloading Skeelo.net GmbH's new digital puzzle magazine Crossword for
You Issue 01 - Popular Puzzles and Mind Games.
Designed specifically for iPad, Crossword for You Issue 01 - Popular Puzzles and Mind
Games features over 60 theme-based puzzles with enhanced graphics, which have been
created
exclusively by editorial staff and not available anywhere else. Some of the app's
brilliant puzzle themes include:
* Arrowwords
* Crosswords
* Wordsearch
* Grid Work
* Brick by Brick
* Sudoku
* Spot the Difference
* Image Slide
* Codebreaker
* Find the Pairs
All puzzles are completely solvable offline, which is ideal for users who don't have a
wifi connection, or who simply want to reduce bandwidth usage. Users can also save their
progress in any puzzle, and there's even a convenient hint function.
Furthermore, unlike many other puzzle apps, all of the puzzles in Crossword for You Issue
01 - Popular Puzzles and Mind Games are available immediately, with no extra in-app
purchases or fees of any kind.
"Studies show that puzzle solving is a great brain workout," commented Jens von Berg of
Skeelo.net GmbH. "And so in addition to enjoying hours of challenging fun, users of all
ages can train their brain and raise their performance. And best of all, users can
experience all of this on their iPad anytime and anywhere, without having to look for a
pen or an eraser!"
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 6.0 or later
* 46.8 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Crossword for you Issue 01 - Popular puzzles and mind games 1.2.30, which features 60+
puzzles not found anywhere else and enhanced graphics, is only $0.99 USD (or equivalent
amount in other currencies) and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in
the Games category.
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Skeelo:
http://www.skeelo.net/
Crossword for you Issue 01 - Popular puzzles and mind games 1.2.30:
http://apps.appshout.com/crossword-for-you-issue-01-popular-puzzles-and-mind-games/
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/crossword-for-you-issue-01/id748548888
YouTube Video (Demo):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-RopRSjNMSs
Screenshot:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/98/c2/e2/98c2e24d-6441-e245-4237-de7c5794bfc2/scr
een480x480.jpeg
App Icon:
http://apps.appshout.com/crossword-for-you-issue-01-popular-puzzles-and-mindgames/images/icon.png

Skeelo.net GmbH is a young company specialising in digital puzzles and mind games.
Together with one of the largest and most successful puzzle agencies, it produces high
quality puzzles specifically for the digital market. Skeelo.net was behind the hugely
successful iPuzzleHD app, launched in 2010 as one of the very first puzzle apps available
in the App Store. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2014 Skeelo.net GmbH. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be
the property of their respective owners.
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